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Get in touch
If you haven’t received your membership
pack or communication from us since you
signed up, please get in touch to make
sure we have your correct details.
Membership Office
South Block
Isle of Wight NHS Trust
St Mary’s Hospital
Parkhurst Road
NEWPORT
Isle of Wight PO30 5TG
Tel: 01983 822099 ext 5703
Email: membership@iow.nhs.uk
Website: www.iow.nhs.uk/membership
Wherever possible, we use email to stay
in touch with members – as it enables us
to spend more money on healthcare – if
you have other preferences, please let us
know.
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to the Spring 2015 edition of ‘Four’ – the
magazine for Isle of Wight NHS Trust Members.
I was pleased to see a number of our public
Members at the Trust Awards at the end of
January and this edition reports on that glittering
occasion. We couldn’t hold this event without
the generous support of our sponsors. Much of
this edition focuses on how members can get
involved with the Trust. Whether it’s through
the Patient Council, Medicine for Members’
Meetings, the Patients’ with a Disability
Working Group, the Lesbian Gay Bisexual and
Transgender Group, volunteering to be First
Responders and/or participating in the Friends
and Family Test following treatment or a visit to
our services – your involvement in our services is
an important and essential part of what you can
do to support your Island health service.
It has been a difficult winter for the NHS across
the country and on the Island. In this edition
we also report on how we’re coping with the
exceptional pressures. You can help us by
making sure that you seek advice early. More
information can be found at www.nhs.uk/asap.
I hope that the other articles on Suicide
Prevention and the Serenity Project, our
Out‑patient and Home Parenteral Infusion
Therapy Service and the new lifelike training
manikins are of interest as well.
As we go into the summer we will be renewing
our efforts to recruit more members. Ideally we
need to recruit 1,000 members over the coming
year and the same the following year to achieve
our target of 6,200. If you can encourage others
to join us, that would be a great help to the Trust.

Best wishes,

Mark Price
Company Secretary/FT Programme Director.

H

ealth services on the Island have been under significant pressure
this winter and this has continued into the new year—demand has far
exceeded our expectations. Many common conditions including coughs,
colds, sore throat, minor cuts and bruising, hayfever and allergies, verrucas,
cold sores, nappy rash and constipation can be treated at home with advice
from the pharmacist.

Just before
Christmas a helpful
guide ‘What to
know…and when to
go’ was published
with the County
Press. It’s also
available to
download at
www.iow.nhs.uk.
It’s important
to seek advice
early, particularly
if you are susceptible to coughs and
colds. More information can be found at
www.nhs.uk/asap

Under the Island’s ‘Pharmacy First’
scheme selected medicines can be
dispensed to some groups by pharmacists
free of charge. Services available from local
pharmacies include:
zz

Emergency contraception

zz

Stop smoking services

zz

Minor Ailments

zz

HIV and Hepatitis testing

zz

Flu Vaccination—NHS and private services

zz

Hepatitis B Vaccination

New 13 bed facility named

‘POPPY UNIT’
One of the schemes developed to help
cope with the increase in demand this
winter is Poppy Unit at Solent Grange, a
nursing home just outside Newport. This 13
bed ‘step down’ unit is for patients who no
longer need to be in an acute hospital but
could move to alternative accommodation
to complete their inpatient stay. Whilst at
Poppy Unit the final co-ordination of their
discharge arrangements is made. For
some the discharge may be to a nursing or
residential care home.
The Unit, is located on one floor
of Solent Grange, and is managed
and staffed by the Trust. The Unit has
a completely separate Care Quality

Commission (CQC) registration from
Solent Grange. Individuals transferred
from St. Mary’s usually only spend up to
five days at Poppy Unit whilst longer term
arrangements are made for them.
Nikki Turner, Associate Director for
Community and Mental Health Services
at Isle of Wight NHS Trust said: “Our hope
is that this new temporary facility will
help ease the pressure on St. Mary’s but
more importantly provide a good quality
experience and environment for patients
who, for a short period of time, need to
be placed somewhere whilst longer term
arrangements, for example a package
of care, is put in place. The Trust has
appointed Charge Nurse Stuart Elliot to
lead Poppy Unit.
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• Spotlight

Ambulance service receives
new state-of-the-art training
manikins

H
OHPiT Service continues
to go from STRENGTH to

STRENGTH

T

he Out-patient and Home
Parenteral Infusion Therapy
(OHPiT) service is continuing to
go from strength to strength. From
starting 5 years ago with one nurse,
the antimicrobial pharmacist and a
hand full of district nurses, the service
is now almost unrecognisable.
Now with a custom built unit and
additional staff, the service has expanded
its activity from originally accepting patients
from hospital who required intravenous
antibiotic treatment to now taking referrals
directly from community. This can be from
the General Practitioner for specific cases,
out-patient clinics, or even other Trusts.
The past year alone has seen an
increase in activity that has almost doubled
from previous years, and currently we
are on target to release in excess of 2000
hospital bed days that would otherwise
have been occupied if the service had
not been available. This helps to ease the
pressures on wards to allow beds to be
available for patients who require them,
whilst delivering treatment in a setting that
is appropriate to specific patients needs.
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Gary Whitwam, Nurse Specialist for
OHPiT says “Our ethos is to deliver care
that is equal to (if not superior to) in-patient
care, and each person referred has a care
plan that is personalised to that individual,
with clear clinical responsibilities defined
from the off-set”.
Pictured: Gary
Whitwam, Nurse
Specialist for OHPiT

Gary continues, “OHPiT aims to deliver
appropriate care, in the appropriate
setting, whilst maximising patient choice.
Patient feedback is actively sought from
every person who is treated through
OHPiT, with the resulting findings used to
shape future developments”.

aving successfully secured
funding through Health
Education Wessex, the
Ambulance Service has received
three new state-of-the-art simulation
manikins for training staff. The three
manikins, Sim Man, Sim Mom and Sim
Junior, are as lifelike as possible and
can deliver training in medical, trauma,
paediatric and obstetric emergencies
including cannulation, intubation, full
CPR and advanced life support.
The programmable training aids can
replicate conditions such as breathing
difficulties and seizures, whilst Sim Mom is able
to give birth manually as well as give staff real
life scenarios to contend with, such as birth
complications. The manikins, which react to the
treatments given to them and record the actions
of the trainees, are completely portable and
operate via Wi-Fi.
Clinical Support Officers from the Ambulance
Service are set to roll out the training to key
areas within the Trust such as the Maternity
Department. Because they are so portable, the
team is also looking at wider community training
of health professionals in the future.
Graham Thompson, Clinical Support Officer,
said: “The interaction and interventions that our
clinicians can have with these manikins is going
to be extremely useful. Previously, role play has
not been very realistic, but now clinicians will
benefit from the realism. This should, in part, help
to further develop the necessary skills when
clinicians are actually treating patients.”
“We’ll firstly be using the manikins to train
our ambulance clinicians and the Maternity
Department will be making use of Sim Mom.
But in future, we’ll be looking to approach areas
like GPs or dentists so that we can pass on our
expertise,” Graham added. Having successfully
secured funding through Health Education
Wessex, the Ambulance Service has received
three new state-of-the-art simulation manikins
for training staff. The three manikins, Sim Man,
Sim Mom and Sim Junior, are as lifelike as
possible and can deliver training in medical,
trauma, paediatric and obstetric emergencies
including cannulation, intubation, full CPR and
advanced life support.

Self Administration
of Medicines (SAM)

T

he Self- Administration of Medicines
scheme, commonly referred to as SAM,
enables capable patients who would
normally administer their own medicines at home,
to self-administer their own regular medicines
whilst in hospital. In particular, it supports patients
who have specific disease states, where the
timing of medicines is especially important, such
as Parkinson’s disease and Insulin dependent
diabetes, to get their medicines on time. Other
benefits for patients include:
zz Relieves the fear of being out of control – you can
carry on with your own medicine regimen and not
have to fit in with the ward routine
zz It can help improve your understanding of your
medicines regimen with the support of health
professionals, this is particularly helpful if a patient
has had many changes to their medicines, or has
stayed in hospital a long time
zz You will be a given a key to access your medicines
from your locked bedside drawer, allowing you
to take your medicines according to your own
medicines regimen, without waiting for a nurse
zz You have the choice to stop taking your own
medicines if you feel too unwell or unable
to continue, the nurse will then take over
administering the medicines for you.

If you would like to take your own medicines whilst in
hospital then please ask your Ward Sister
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• Medicine for Members

&
S

Orthopaedics
Joint Replacement

t Mary’s Hospital has two orthopaedic wards; one for emergency
admissions and the other for elective (or planned) surgery. Within the
department there are six Consultant surgeons, five associate specialists
and two Specialist Nurses.

Between 2013 and 2014, the department dealt with over 1100 emergency admissions
and over 8000 patients in the fracture clinic. There were over 1800 elective admissions for
surgery, both day cases and inpatients, and over 9000 patients seen in the outpatient clinic,
and this is increasing year on year.
The adoption of an Enhanced Recovery Programme (ERP) within the department has
seen many benefits. These include a preoperative preparation programme that includes
the hip and knee school. This programme prepares patients coming into hospital for either
a total hip or knee replacement. Clare-Louise Sandell, Orthopaedic Nurse Specialist, said:
“Since the introduction of the ERP we have seen a reduction in length of stay for total hip
and knee replacement surgery and a lower than national rate of surgical site infection. Also
the implants we use, for both hip and knee replacement surgery, have some of the best
ratings nationally in terms of performance and how long they last”.

If you require any further information
Please contact the Orthopaedic Nurse
Specialists on 534064.
To find out more about the performance of
joint replacement surgery per surgeon and
hospital, view the National Joint Registry
website www.njrcentre.org.uk
zz The length of stay for a total hip
replacement has decreased from
almost 6 days to just over 3 since 2011.
zz The length of stay for a total knee
replacement has decreased from
nearly 3 days to less that 2 since 2011.
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Medicine for Members

9th February 2015

T

he Education Centre at St.
Mary’s Hospital was packed
for the latest Medicine for
Members session which focused on
orthopaedics and joint replacement.
Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon
Mr Jonathan Gardiner spoke about
the types of joint replacement
undertaken at St. Mary’s and the
quality of care. Orthopaedic Nurse
specialist Claire-Louise Sandell spoke
about the nursing support available
and how patients can make a faster
recovery from surgery by following
the programme outlined in the Trust’s
hip and knee school (see opposite).
Trust Chairman, Danny Fisher; Chief
Executive Officer Karen Baker; Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce Alan
Sheward and Company Secretary Mark
Price were all present for an interesting and
varied question and answer session from
the 80 Members present.
The range of questions included nurse
to patient ratios, use of agency nurses and
recruitment of doctors also, nurses from the
Philippines; the recording of patient details,
waits in the Emergency Department,
introduction of the ‘Patient Passport’, the
increase in paperwork and how computers
can help.

Company Secretary Mark Price
reported that membership currently stands
at 4,700. Although the Trust’s presence
at events had been scaled back over the
winter, representatives were still visiting
Island schools and groups with the aim of
recruiting more members to ensure that
the membership was representative of the
Island’s population.

The next Medicine for Members event
is at 6:00p.m. on Tuesday 28th April 2015.
If you’re interested in attending please
let Membership Officer Jo Henley know
by e-mailing membership@iow.nhs.uk or
telephoning 01983-822099 ext 5703 or
writing to Jo in the Membership Office,
South Block, St. Mary’s Hospital, Parkhurst
Road, NEWPORT, PO30 5TG.
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• Patient Participation Groups

The Patient Council

O

ur Patient Council was formed in 2005, taking over the role of the
previous Patient Quality Group. The Patient Council meets every six
weeks to discuss developments and plans that could impact on patients
and the wider public. There are 25 patient representatives, who are members
of the Trust, who help provide a patient perspective and to pursue or help
address matters identified as important by patients. Senior Officers from the
NHS Trust are also present at meetings to provide information, and follow up
on any issues that are raised at meetings.

Members of the Council are involved
in shaping Strategies and new initiatives
within the local health scene, and they
provide regular representation to various
committees and Board meetings. Members
of the Patient Council are also involved in
other pieces of work as agreed with the
NHS Trust to help in improving the quality
of services and therefore the patients
experience.

Members of the Patient Council all
serve for a period of three years, although
this term may be renewed by agreement
between the member and the NHS
Trust. A Chairman and Vice-Chairman are
elected each year from the Patient Council
membership.

Patient Council member, Dennis Ford
commented “As a member I can make a
positive, if small, contribution to the NHS
on the island. The role is very interesting
even to someone with no medical
experience. Our meetings are sufficiently
formal as to ensure orderly progress
through an agenda, but conducted in
a friendly fashion, covering a whole
variety of topics designed to improve
many elements affecting patient care.
Other members are noteworthy for the
breadth of their knowledge, much of it
from personal experience, and the many
hours that some of them dedicate to
helping around the hospital. There are
plenty of varied additional tasks that one
can participate in, but there is no pressure
to do so. Overall, it is a rewarding and
worthwhile group to be associated with.”

Patient Council member, Ken Dawn
says “I became a Patient Council member
last year having spent my career in the
public service. I am now retired and felt
I wanted to put something back, I have
really enjoyed it so far and like to think
that we help make a difference to patient
and NHS users experience.“
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We anticipate that the Patient Council
will be replaced by an elected Council of
Governors in the foreseeable future.

To find out ab
out our other
patient partic
ipation groups
and how you
can
involved plea become
se contact
Jo Cram, Com
munications
& Engagemen
tO
01983 822099 fficer on
Ext 6184
or email
jo.cram@iow
.nhs.uk

Patients with a Disability
Working Group (PDWG)
We have a limited number of vacancies on the Trust’s PDWG which meets bi-monthly.
The group, which is made up of patient representatives and members of the voluntary
sector, manage an annual budget of £10,000. This is spent on improving any disability
issues that arise; in the past this has included Disability Awareness Training for staff,
improving access to buildings, purchasing and supplying services with hearing devices
and much more.
If you have a disability or act as a carer for someone with a disability and are
interested in joining the group and contributing to improving the experience of
patients, then we would be interested to hear from you. Please contact Jo Cram, in the
Communications, Engagement and Membership Team on 01983 822099 Ext 6184 or
email jo.cram@iow.nhs.uk by end of March 2015. We will be delighted to hear from you.

The LGBT Group
It is a recognised fact that, when compared with heterosexual people, lesbian, gay,
bi‑sexual and transgender (LGBT) people have poorer health results. There are many
reasons for this, they include:
zz Fear of or have experienced being bullied, harassed or victimised because of their
sexual orientation.
zz Sexual orientation is a ‘taboo’ subject.
zz They have been discriminated against, or they know someone who has and they
don’t want it to happen to them.
For these reasons, LGBT people are often hard to engage with and so in 2013, the
Trust decided it wanted to proactively engage with the LGBT community on the Island.
With the help of Stonewall, the sexual orientation pressure group, we set up our own NHS
LGBT Network. Liz Nials, Equality & Diversity Lead, says “The Network is not just for LGBT
people, it is also for their friends or anyone who is interested in ensuring the Trust and
its partners regularly receive feedback from LGBT people about its services.” The aims
of the group include:
zz Ensuring that services are LGBT friendly.
zz Address the health and social care services for LGBT people and their families.
zz Promote engagement with relevant groups and organisations to ensure health
needs of LGBT people are met.
The group meets once a month and regularly holds social events, some of which are
co‑hosted with Hampshire Constabulary.
If you would like to find out more about our work or would
like to attend a future meeting contact lgbt@iow.nhs.uk or visit
www.http://www.iow.nhs.uk/about-us/Equality-and-diversity/lgb-patient group.htm
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Suicide Prevention
It’s ever yone’s business!
S
uicide prevention is an important
priority for the Island and there is
a huge amount of work going into
supporting and protecting vulnerable
individuals. Many organisations are
working together to put in place and
enhance existing provisions to raise
awareness, reduce stigma, protect and
support, from crisis to bereavement.

Mo Smith, Lead Nurse for Mental Health
and Learning Disabilities says: “Many needs
which were identified in the Isle of Wight
Suicide Prevention Strategy 2014–2019,
are being addressed; many organisations
are working together to provide a network
of support and protection with the aim of
reducing the risk of suicide. There has been
a lot of excellent work on the island that
has been designed to protect and support
vulnerable individuals; including, but not
exclusive to, the Self-harm Liaison Team,
project Serenity, the NHS 111 Hub team,
the Trust’s Health Trainers and the Crisis
Resolution and Home Treatment team.”
“Sadly, many who attempt/complete
suicide have not had contact with these
services and this is where voluntary
organisations such as SELF can be useful.
SELF is an organisation which has been
established to support those who have
been affected by suicide, and works with
many individuals and families who have
been affected either personally or through
their profession. SELF raises awareness,
reduces stigma, promotes positive mental
health, signposts and supports from crisis
to bereavement. Their role is community
based and many projects are being put in
place to ensure that vulnerable individuals
are reached, are supported and signposted
to appropriate resources and services to suit
their needs, along with raising awareness in
the community of mental health issues and
how to support yourself and others.”
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To contact SELF please email
contactself@yahoo.co.uk or visit
www.selfiow.co.uk

To view the Isle of Wight Suicide
Prevention Strategy 2014–2019, visit
www.isleofwightccg.nhs.uk. The two leading
objectives for this strategy and action plan are:
zz
zz

Reduce the suicide rate in the general
population on the island.
Increase support for those bereaved or
affected by suicide.

We can all make a difference
and as a community we can
make our Island suicide safer.

Did you know…?

SERENITY a shining

• Spotlight

example of police and
mental health care

T

he success of an Isle of Wight pilot
scheme, which improves the way
health services work with police to
help those with mental illness, has been
highlighted nationally.

Briefing
January 2015 Issue 279

Mental health and policing

Improving crisis care

Key points
• Too many people in mental health crisis have

SERENITY is a partnership between Hampshire
Constabulary, the Isle of Wight NHS Trust and
Southern Health NHS Foundation. It was the first
police/mental health partnership to go live in
the UK on the Isle of Wight in 2012 and involves
mental health nurses supporting police officers on
patrol and when they respond to emergency calls.
Serenity has been used as an example of good
practice in delivering improved care for people in
mental health crisis in a joint briefing by the Mental
Health Network and the Association of Chief Police
Officers, called ‘Mental health and policing –
Improving crisis care.’

been detained in police custody when
they
need urgent mental healthcare instead.

• People with mental health problems are up

to ten times more likely to become
victims of
crime than the general population.

• Close partnership working can prevent a

crisis escalating and significantly improve
an
individual’s wellbeing and recovery.

• The police and mental health providers need
to clearly understand each other’s
legal
powers, roles and responsibilities.

• Triage models should be locally determined
according to context and need.

• More work is needed to support multi-agenc
information sharing.

• NHS commissioners need to work with

y

Introduction
Across the country, police forces report
increased
contact with individuals experiencing
mental
illness. Around 50 per cent of detainees
passing
through police custody are said to
have mental
health problems;1 70 per cent of the
prison
population has one or more mental
health
conditions;2 and detainees are at
higher risk of
suicide than the general population.3
Too many
people in mental health crisis have
been detained
in police custody cells, when they
need urgent
mental healthcare and treatment
instead.
This joint briefing by the Mental Health
Network
(MHN) and the Association of Chief
Police
Officers (ACPO) highlights emerging
good
practice to deliver improved care for
people
in mental health crisis. It demonstrate
s our
organisations’ commitment to the
Mental Health
Crisis Care Concordat (‘the Concordat’).4

providers to ensure that there are
enough
health-based places of safety.

• NHS commissioners should ensure that
sufficient services are in place for
24/7
provision to meet local need.

The briefing reports that nationally too many
people in mental health crisis have been detained
in police custody cells, when instead they need
urgent mental healthcare and treatment. However, since Serenity
was launched, the use of police custody as a place of safety has
been completely eliminated on the Island. There has also been a 50
per cent reduction in the use of police powers to take a person they
consider to be mentally unwell to a place of safety, also known as
being detained under a Section 136. And the accuracy of the use of
Section 136 powers has risen from 20 per cent to around 75 per cent.
Produced in
partnership with

On average,
16 people
commit
suicide each
year on the
island.

Statistics
show that men
are 3 times
more likely to
take their own
life!

In England
one person
dies every
2 hours as
a result of
taking their
own life.

David Sellers, Service Lead, Acute and In-Patient Mental Health
Services at Isle of Wight NHS Trust said: “Our prime concern is to
ensure that all our patients get the right treatment at the right time.
Our work with police on the Island makes sense for patients, for the
NHS and for the police.”
“Having mental health professionals out on the street with the
police has allowed for easy access to emotional support and rapid
assessment and possibly admission to hospital if required,” he
added.
Sergeant Paul Jennings from Hampshire Constabulary
concluded: “It is our hope that Serenity will become the normal way
health and police respond to individuals with a mental health crisis.”
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More Volunteers required for

First Responders
Community First Responders are local unpaid volunteers who are trained and
despatched by the ambulance service to attend life threatening medical emergencies
and provide basic life support until the arrival of the professional ambulance response.
Research has shown that in cases of cardiac arrest, fast access to emergency support
can increase pre‑hospital survival rates by 25–30% and there is sufficient evidence that
for every minute that passes without defibrillation a patient’s chance of survival reduce
by about 14%. Responders usually walk or use their own cars, no blue lights—no sirens,
but being local can be on scene with a patient in just a few minutes and provide vital
support until the arrival of the trained ambulance professionals. Sometimes the difference
is providing reassurance prior to the arrival of the ambulance: sometimes it is saving
someone’s life. We currently have 13 volunteers involved in the scheme on the Island.
Dominique Howard, Interim Lead for Community Response says “As the new lead I
am very passionate that this is taken forward to provide the best cover we can for the
Isle of Wight.”

“My vision is to continue to provide a credible Community First Responder scheme
to support the ambulance service response, operated solely for the benefit of the
community, using our unpaid volunteers—and to do so on a 24 hour basis where
possible. We currently have 13 volunteers and are actively seeking to recruit more to
extend our areas of cover. We currently have Cowes, East Cowes, Bembridge, Whitwell,
Yarmouth, Ventnor and St Helens in the Community Responder scheme.”
If you are interested in volunteering for this scheme, please contact Dominique on
01983 534912 or dominique.howard@iow.nhs.uk
For further information visit
http://www.iow.nhs.uk/getting-involved/volunteering/first-responders

?

• Spotlight

Would you recommend the

Isle of Wight NHS Trust
to friends and family

T

he NHS friends and family test (FFT) is an
important opportunity for you to provide
feedback on the services that provide your
care and treatment. Your feedback will help
us and NHS England to improve services for
everyone.

It was introduced in 2013 and asks patients
whether they would recommend hospital wards, A&E,
departments and maternity services to their friends and
family if they needed similar care or treatment. This means
every patient in these wards and departments is able to give
quick feedback on the quality of the care they receive, giving us a better
understanding of the needs of our patients and enabling improvements.
The FFT expanded to mental health services and community services on January 1st 2015.
Other services will offer the friends and family test from April 2015 such as ambulance services,
patient transport services, acute hospitals outpatients and day cases. The aim is for FFT to
become available to everyone using any NHS services.
All of our wards and departments display the results from our friends and family test
in their patient experience notice boards and we also publish the results on our website:
http://www.iow.nhs.uk/fft so you are able to see how we are doing.

Changes to the IOW NHS Trust Board
Two long standing members of Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board are to step
down this year.

First Responder, Jeff Butt (pictured far left) said “I became a First Responder
because, some years ago I was involved in an incident and was unable to help; now
I am confident that I can assist until the arrival of professional help.” He continued
“75% of the time you arrive the family of the patient calms down and in turn it causes
the patient to relax knowing help is there this is often the way when you as a local
responder are known to them and prevents the condition from getting worse.”
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Non-Executive Director, Sue Wadsworth, whose Board appointment comes to an end on 31st
March 2015, is moving to Cornwall and will not be seeking reappointment. Sue was originally
appointed to the Board of the Trust’s predecessor organisation, Isle of Wight NHS Primary Care
Trust, in October 2006.
Chairman of the Trust, Danny Fisher, has also announced that he will be standing down as soon as
a successor can be recruited. Danny was originally appointed to the Trust Board when Isle of Wight
NHS Trust was established in April 2012. Prior to that, he was Chairman of Isle of Wight NHS Primary
Care Trust from October 2006.
Mark Price, Company Secretary said “Both Danny and Sue have provided great service to the
NHS on the Island. The challenges presented over the last eight years have been significant and
they have played a major role in looking after the interests of both patients and the Island over
this long period.”
Arrangements for the appointment of a new Chairman are being made by the NHS Trust
Development Authority. More information about the appointments process, the requirements for
Non-Executive Directors and remuneration can be found on the NHS Trust Development Authority
website at www.ntda.nhs.uk/blog/2013/04/26/useful-info-for-non-execs/
Anyone wishing to express an interest in this post to ensure they are sent further details when it
becomes available should contact Executive Assistant to the Chairman, Angie Squibb by e-mail 13
angie.squibb@iow.nhs.uk

INNOVATION and
EXCELLENCE praised at
TRUST AWARDS

ISLE OF WIGHT NHS TRUST
AWARDS
The winners in remaining categories were:

T

Excellence in voluntary organisation support for Healthcare

The KM&T Isle of Wight NHS Trust Awards were held at Cowes Yacht Haven and made possible
thanks to a number of generous sponsors, who contributed the majority of the funds to host the event.

Dementia Friendly ward environments

he hard work and commitment of the Trust’s frontline staff in providing excellent
patient care was celebrated at our annual awards ceremony, held at the end of
January 2015.

Wave Project – improving health through surfing
Improving Services for Older Patients Award, sponsored by Vision
Improving Staff Health & Wellbeing Award, sponsored by 3663

The ceremony was an opportunity to
highlight excellence, innovation and potential
among our diverse workforce, and share good
practice and outstanding achievements in Island
healthcare. It was also chance to recognise and
applaud the many teams within the Trust and its
partners who are committed to introducing new
ways of working to ensure the best possible care
for patients.

Team & Individual Awards

On the evening, the 400–strong audience
was able to vote for the winner in nine categories,
with a final vote deciding the overall ‘winner of
winners’ who received the Chairman’s Diamond
Award. That accolade went to the WAVE project,
which helps young people improve their health
through surfing. Rob Jubb, the Trust’s Physical
intervention lead, who has worked in mental
health for 21 years, said he volunteers for the
project because he wanted to give something
back.

Carisbrooke Award for excellence by a non clinical staff
member

Supporting Excellence in healthcare Award, sponsored by Allocate Software

Georgia Tuckey, IRIS Team Leader

Improving Patient Safety Award, sponsored by Clarke’s Mechanical

NHS Nightingales Choir

Kevin Bolan, Associate Director, Estates

Integrating care and working with partners Award, supported by the My Life a Full Life programme

Jenni Edgington QN, District Nurse Team
Leader

Innovation in healthcare Award, sponsored by Ryhurst

Leadership (Non-Clinical) Award

Leadership (Clinical) Award

Danny (Garry) Driscoll, Caretaker

Island Award for outstanding achievement by a nurse
or midwife

IOW Health Walk Volunteers

Wight Award for outstanding volunteering

The Crisis Response Team
Student Medical Careers Programme
Improving services for children Award

the team behind the use of the Canadian Occupational Performance Measure (COPM)
the Integrated Community Equipment Service (ICES)
Sepsis 6 Care Bundle
Excellence in Research and Development Award, sponsored by the University of Portsmouth

Research into house dust mite allergy

Brian Johnston, former Head of Corporate
Governance & Risk Management
Osborne Award for excellence by a non clinical staff
member Band 5 and above

Hannah Bridges, Theatre Support Worker
Sandy Reed Rosebowl is awarded to those who have
demonstrated significant success as part of an NVQ
programme

IAPT / Primary Care Mental Health
Solent Award for the most outstanding team

Dr John Pike, Foundation Year 2 Doctor
Vectis Award for excellence by a doctor

Dr Neena Singh, Foundation Year 2 Doctor
Walsh Clinical Audit Presentation Prize

Community Stroke Rehab Team
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Karen Baker, Chief
Executive Officer,
presenting at the
awards.

Medina Award for allied healthcare professionals for
excellence & innovation in practice

Sheelagh Holme, Switchboard Supervisor
Long Service Award

Robb Jubb (second left) being presented with the Chairman’s Diamond Award by Danny Fisher, Chairman
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Medicine for Members’

MEETINGS
Tuesday, April 28th

Education Centre, 6–8pm

Monday, June 29th

Education Centre, 6–8pm

Monday, September 28th

Education Centre, 6–8pm

Monday, November 16th

Education Centre, 2–4pm

KEEP THE DATE

My Life, a Full Life (MLAFL) brings Health, Social Care, the Voluntary and Private Sector,
including GPs and Primary Care together to deliver co-ordinated care and support for
people on the Island. This means organisations on the Isle of Wight are working more
closely together in the community, taking a whole view of a person’s needs and providing
support and services that coordinate around the person, their family and carers. There are
already some good examples where people are working together, but MLAFL is working
to expand ways in which we can make this happen. We aim to concentrate on a few areas
first and when this is working well, look to other areas to make this happen everywhere.
How can you be involved? Think and talk about your future, your health and how you
can improve it, care and support and how you can plan for you and your families’ future.
Consider using different mechanisms of support i.e. the Independent Living Centre, Age
UK, support groups, telecare and charities on the Island to meet your requirements. Be
part of making the My Life, a Full Life vision a reality. Visit: www.MyLifeAFullLife.com

Can you help?
It is important that our members represent the whole of our local community including
our youth (you are eligible to become a member from the age of 11 years) and those from
ethnic minority groups. If you think you can help us to reach out to new members perhaps
by attending a local event then please contact us via email membership@iow.nhs.uk or
822099 ext 5703 with your suggestions. Thank you for your help and support.

To advertise on this page, please contact the
membership office on 01983 822099 ext 5703 or
membership@iow.nhs.uk
This publication is written & distributed by the Trust’s Communication Team
and designed & printed by the Print Department

MAKE
A DIFFERENCE

JOIN TODAY!

